To enable the "anywhere/anytime" feature, there will be a requirement for a hybrid solution. Social websites/interactions delivery to the mass audience require "broadcast" modes of communications; communications networks and systems, requiring robust and reliable interconnections that will be difficult to support if the "other" type of content is not encouraged.

First and foremost are the delivery mechanisms. Today, mobile devices and the technology encourage continual innovation in theatrical display systems, digital motion picture cameras and digital imaging tools. Technological developments are expected to continue, and ACES’ future-proof design encourages continual innovation in theatrical display systems, digital motion picture cameras and digital imaging tools.

Why are they important? Ultra-high-definition television (UHDTV) is the next step in the natural evolution of enhanced broadcast. ACES encourages continual innovation in theatrical display systems, digital motion picture cameras and digital imaging tools. Technological developments are expected to continue, and ACES’ future-proof design encourages continual innovation in theatrical display systems, digital motion picture cameras and digital imaging tools.

UHDTV/4K content available, and producers have been slow to adopt the new technology due to the increased production costs. UHDTV is most impressive at a close viewing distance—about 1.5 times screen height. That means when viewing 55-inch UHDTV, it is at about 84 inches from your eye. Examinations of the latest UHDTV and OLED technology have demonstrated excellent color and contrast, but show that more processing is needed.

Why is it important? High-definition television (HDTV) is the next step in the natural evolution of enhanced broadcast. ACES encourages continual innovation in theatrical display systems, digital motion picture cameras and digital imaging tools. Technological developments are expected to continue, and ACES’ future-proof design encourages continual innovation in theatrical display systems, digital motion picture cameras and digital imaging tools.

What is the challenge? A key difficulty is delivery of live content such as sports and news. These are the most demanding of content for delivery and viewing. ULTRA-HD 2160-pixel resolution requires a higher bandwidth than HDTV, which makes efficient delivery much more challenging.
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